November 3, 2008
Heal the Election Wounds and Embrace Humanity with a Moebius
By Cat Bordhi
I awoke this morning realizing that publicly knitting a beautiful Moebius scarf as I begin
to float (I live on an island), drive, and fly toward Stitches East on Tuesday would be a
beautiful and profound public expression of my hopes and dreams for the world, as well
as a symbol of the healing that our country will need after the election.
If you want to follow along, I recently made a Youtube video which will clearly teach you
how to knit a Moebius whether you have my books or not. Here's the link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVnTda7F2V4
So - here is why the Moebius is a perfect expression of the best of humanity, and the
healing of the fractured country and world that I trust is coming:
1. The Moebius *appears* to have two surfaces and two edges - ie, polarities such as
black and white, right and wrong, good and bad, Republican and Democrat - but when
you follow the surface around you will run right into your starting point without ever
having changed to the other "side." For there isn't one. Everything flows into itself.
Polarities are an illusion. What lies beneath the apparent polarities is oneness, beauty,
and grace. In a Moebius you can see it, hold it, be awed by it. Once the frenzy dies
down, hopefully those with opposing views will slowly rediscover their common
humanity.
2. Like the surface that flows into itself, so too does the Moebius's single continuous
edge - thus everything is recycled. In fact, I would not be the least bit surprised if the
ultimate alternative energy involves a Moebius form or dynamic. By the way, the
recycling symbols (2 are in common usage, one with a single twist, the other with 3) you
see everywhere are actually Moebii (too hard to say Moebiuses - try it!). I think we are
all hoping for significant and effective new discoveries in alternative energy - and the
Moebius would be a great symbol for this global effort.
3. Once you complete the first ring (it takes 2 rings to make a round - watch the video)
of your Moebius, you are in for smooth and happy sailing. All you have to do is to knit
the stitch in front of you, then the next stitch in front of you, with not a care in the world
for what came before or what has shifted into the "future". You'll look at the mysterious
shape on your needles and wonder how "those stitches" can ever come to you . . . well,
they will, without your needing to understand how. And they will all come in perfect
sequence, resulting in a beautiful and graceful Moebius. The Moebius rewards your faith
in its mystery with the easiest knitting you will ever do. And the result is always graceful
- for this is the very nature of the Moebius. You can knit along while you watch the

election results, while walking, while standing in line at the store, wherever you may find
yourself during these days to come. You will be knitting the graceful healing and ease
that I believe is flowing toward us, requiring only of us that we stay true to the powerful
sense of loving kindness that resides in the center of every person. No one could ever
possibly understand enough to make the healing happen, but if we all just knit the stitch
before us, as they come, marveling at the innocence and sweetness of it all, with our oh
so familiar continuous strand of yarn, the healing will happen. We need not understand
either one fully - the Moebius or the world. They both operate with inherent grace.
4. I looked through my stash and chose a luminous yarn in deep watery colors from
Blue Moon Fiber Arts - LSS (Luscious Single Silk), and did not realize until I looked at
the label that the colorway is absolutely apropos: Lunasea. Tina no doubt named the
colorway after the moon and the sea - and after lunacy. So let the lunacy of the election
months give way to Lunasea - the grace of the moon, the sea, the Moebius, and the
beautiful heart of humanity, of all people, the "us" and "them" who merge into one. I
shall be winding the skein on the ferry tomorrow, then knitting all the way to Baltimore. I
hope to see many, many of you there.
With love from Cat Bordhi
Note: If you alternate sets of knit and purl rounds, you will have purl ridges all around.
Then your Moebius will not curl along the edges when you are done.

